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ACCURATE DIFFERENCE METHODS FOR NONLINEAR
TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS*

HERBERT B. KELLER’

Abstract. We show that each isolated solution, y(t), of the general nonlinear two-point boundary
value problem (*): y’ f(t, y), a < < b, g(y(a), y(b)) 0 can be approximated by the (box) difference
scheme (**):[uj uj_l]/hj f(tj-1/E,[Uj + uj_l]/2), <= j <= J, g(Uo,Us) O. For h max_<j__<sh
sufficiently small, the difference equations (**) are shown to have a unique solution UiJo in some sphere
about {y(tj)}, and it can be computed by Newton’s method which converges quadratically. If y(t) is

sufficiently smooth, then the error has an asymptotic expansion of the form uj y(tj) m= h2 e(tj)
at O(hZm+ 2), SO that Richardson extrapolation is justified.

The coefficient matrices of the linear systems to be solved in applying Newton’s method are of
order n(J + l) when y(t)e ". For separated endpoint boundary conditions: ga(y(a)) O, g.(y(b)) 0
with dim g P, dim g2 q and p + q n, the coefficient matrices have the special block tridiagonal
form A [Bj, Aj, Cj] in which the n x n matrices Bj(Cj) have their last q (first p) rows null. Block
elimination and band elimination without destroying the zero pattern are shown to be valid. The
numerical scheme is very efficient, as a worked out example illustrates.

1. Introduction. We study the application of the centered Euler or box
scheme to very general nonlinear two-point boundary value problems of the form

(1.1a) Ny(t) =_ y’(t) f(t, y(t))= O, a <__ _< b;

(1. lb) g(y(a), y(b)) 0.

Such problems may, of course, have nonunique solutions. But we show that for
each isolated solution of (1.1), the difference scheme has, for a sufficiently fine net, a
unique solution in some tube about the isolated solution; the numerical solution
can be computed by Newton’s method with quadratic convergence; there is an
asymptotic error expansion proceeding in powers of h2 so that Richardson extra-
polation is valid and yields two orders of magnitude improvement per application.
When the boundary conditions are ofthe separated endpoint type, then the Newton
iterates can be computed by a block elimination procedure which is very efficient.
The net employed can be nonuniform, while the solution and "coefficients" in
the equation need only be piecewise smooth. With very little effort, our theory is
extended to include multipoint boundary conditions of the form

g(y(zl), Y(722), Y(Zv)) O, a <= 72 <722 < < 72N <__ b.

These results generalize a previous study of accurate difference schemes for
linear multipoint boundary value problems [3] to the nonlinear case. Indeed, the
basic stability result from this earlier study is crucial in the present analysis. Some-
what similar results for nonlinear two-point boundary value problems have been
given in [4, pp. 96-102], but only for linear boundary conditions under quite
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unnatural restrictions. The present basic requirement that the solution of (1.1) be
isolated is close to the minimal conditions to be expected.

The present theory has been extended to very general difference schemes
which are defined in terms of one-step and multistep schemes for initial value
problems. In fact any numerical scheme which is stable and consistent for initial
value problems can be shown to yield a difference scheme to which our main
theorem (trivially modified) applies. These results will be published in the future
[10]. One particularly significant such extension due to R. Weiss [11] employs
implicit Runge-Kutta schemes which with the appropriate m-point Lobatto
quadrature points have O(h2m- 2) accuracy. Weiss further shows the equivalence
of the difference schemes with appropriate collocation methods using piecewise
polynomials. Recently H.-O. Kreiss [6] has developed a very general and quite
complete theory of difference methods for linear boundary value problems. It is
rather clear that his work can be extended to nonlinear boundary value problems by
essentially the same techniques used in the present work.

A solution y(t) " of (1.1) is said to be isolated if and only if the linearized
problem

(1.2a) L[y]dp(t) ==_ 4)’- A(t)dp(t) O, a <__ <= b;

(1.2b) B,dp(a) + Bbck(b O,

with the n x n matrices

(1.2c) A(t) c3f(t, y(t))/cy, B =_ cg(y(a), y(b))/c3y(a), B =_ cg(y(a), y(b))/c3y(b)

has only the trivial solution 49(t) =- O. It is more or less well known that an isolated
solution is "locally unique" that is, no other solution exists in some tube about the
isolated solution.

aThe difference scheme is employed on any (nonuniform) net { s}0 with

o =a; ts= ts-1 + hs, 1 <_j=<J;
(1.3a)

s b; h =-- max hj <= , minhs.

Here 2 is a uniform bound on the ratio of maximum to minimum spacing for
all families of nets we consider. Applied to (1.1), the box scheme (or centered
Euler scheme)is

1
(1.3b) Nhu .[Hj Uj_ 1] f(ts-1/2,1/2[us + us-1]) 0, =< j < J,

(1.3c) g(uo, us) O.

Our basic results may be stated as the following theorem.
MAIN THEOIEM. Let (1.1) have an isolated solution y(t)eC4[a,b]. Let

f(t, z) C3{[a b] x So[y(t)]}, where So[y(t)] =- {zlz e ", [Iz y(t)l[ -<_ p} c [" and
g(v, w)eCz{So[y(a)] x So[y(b)] }. Define the sphere So{y(ts)} {vo, ..., vslvseSo
[y(ts)], 0 <_ j < J} = N,(s+ 1). Then for some p and ho sufficiently small, all nets

(1.3a) with h <__ ho are such that"
(i) The difference equations (1.3) have a unique solution {us} So{y(ts)}.
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(ii) The difference solution can be computed by Newton’s method, (3.5), which
converges quadratically for any initial iterate co){u } e So {y(t)}, provided
P and p/h are sufficiently small.

(iii) u y(t) O(h), O <__ j <= J.
(iv) Iff(t, z) and y(t) are sufficiently smooth, then there exist e(t) such that

u}k) Y(tk,j) e(tk,j) + O(h"+2), 0<= j <= Jk, k O, 1,...,
v=l

for all nets {tk,j} satisfying (4.10). Here u}k) is the numerical solution on the
k-th net.

In 2 we present some results from [3] which are valid for linear two-point
boundary value problems; this is the basic stability theory we employ. Parts (i)
and (ii) of the main theorem are proven in 3 and parts (iii) and (iv) are proven in
4. In 5 we show that for separated endpoint boundary conditions, i.e., for

g (y(a)) 0, g2(y(b)) 0, the linearized equations which arise in Newton’s method
can be solved by very efficient block-elimination or band-elimination procedures.
Some practical observations on the use of Newton’s method in conjunction with
Richardson extrapolation are given in 6. A worked out example is also reported
there. Our method has been used to solve nonlinear systems with as many as
n 120 equations, and this work is reported elsewhere [7]. In the Appendix we
indicate how the basic results can be extended to apply to nonlinear multipoint
boundary conditions.

It should be observed that all of our results apply equally well to the trape-
zoidal rule:

l[uj_uj ]_h
_

5[f(tj_ uj_ ) + f(tj, uj)] 0.

We have used centered Euler as in (1.3b) as it is frequently more efficient.

2. Summary of results for linear problems. We summarize here some of the
results of [3] specialized for linear two-point boundary value problems of the form

(2.1a) Lv =_ v’ A(t)v g(t),

(2.1b) Bav(a nt- Bbv(b ft.

It is well known and easily demonstrated (see [3]), that (2.1) has a unique solution
for each g(t) e C[a, b] and each fle N" if and only if the n x n matrix

(2.2) Q =- B. Y(a, "c) + B Y(b, r)

is nonsingular. Here Y(t, ) is the fundamental solution matrix of (2.1a) defined for
any : e [a, b] by

(2.3a) Y’ A(t)Y, a <= <__ b;

(2.3b) Y(r) I.

In most applications we employ : a (or : b).
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The centered Euler or box scheme for (2.1) on the net (1.3a) is

(2.4a) Lhv h; l(uj vj_ 1)- A(tj_ 1/22(Uj At" Uj_ 1) g(tj_ 1/2), 1 =< j =< J;

(2.4b) Bavo + BbVj .
We combine Lemmas 3.1-3.3 of [3] to state the following.

LEMMA 2.1. Let Ba, Bb and A(t) C[a, b] be such that (2.1) has a unique solution.
Then there exist constants ho, K 1, K2 such that for every net (1.3a) with h < ho
the linear difference equations (2.4) have a unique solution which is bounded by

(2.5) vj K fl %- K2 max Ig(ti-1/2)[[, 0 j J.
<i<_J

The linear system (2.4) can be written in the matrix-vector form

(2.6a) _V=G

by introducing the n x n matrices

(2.6b) L3 hf 11%- 1/2A(tj_ Rj =- h-11 1/2A(tj_ 1/2),
and the n(J + 1) order matrix and vectors

Ba Bb
-L R

Rj/

Vo

1 g(t 1/2)
G

vs/ g(ts-1/2)/
Lemma 2.1 clearly implies that 0_ is nonsingular for all nets (1.3a) with h __< ho.
To get a bound on I_- 1[[, we use the operator norm induced by the vector norm
on Ve N"(J + 1) given by

(2.7) V max vj
O<=j<_J

where v is any vector norm on v e N. Then (2.5) implies

(2.8) I-- 11[ =< max (K1, K2) Ko.
This furnishes a bound which is uniform on the family of matrices

_
defined for all

nets (1.3a) with h __< ho.
3. Solution of the difference equations. We first prove part (i) of the main

theorem by means of contracting maps. Then we examine Newton’s method.
Write (1.3) in the vector form

(3.a) (U) 0,

(3.1b) U -=

uo

Ul
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(3.1c) (U)

g(uo, u)t

Since

_
of (2.6) is nonsingular, employing (1.2c), we can write (3.1a) in the equiva-

lent form

(3.2)

(3.3a)

v u t-’o(v)-- (v).

For any V, We So{y(tj)}, we have

(v) ,(w) v wl - [o(v) (w)]- [_ q,(v, w)/u] v w],

where

(3.3b)
(v, w) fco ---(sV + [1 s]W)ds.

Here we have used the convexity of S{y(tj)} and the continuous differentiability
of f(t,z) and g(v, w). From (1.2c) we recall that A(tj_l/2)= j(tj_ 1/2, y(tj_ 1/2)).
Now introduce (tj_ /2) f(tj_ 1/2, [y(tj) + y(tj_ 1)]) and denote by L the matrix
of (2.6b, c) with A(tj_ 1/2) replaced by (tj_ 1/2) for =< j =< J. Then

__< K max y(tj_ /2) 1/2[y(tj) + y(tj_ 1)] + Kp,

where K is the maximum of the Lipschitz constants for fy(t, z), gv(v, w), gw(V, w) with
respect to z, v, w. If, as is implied by the hypothesis, y(t) C4[a, b], then clearly for
some Mo > 0,

(3.3c) k /Ull K(Moh2 + P).

Combined with (2.8), this result in (3.3a) yields

(3.4a) IIW(V)- W(W)II alI V- Wll, KoK(Moh2 + p)< 1,

for all h __< ho, provided ho and p are sufficiently small.
The "center" ofthe sphere So{y(tj) } is denoted by Y (y(to),’", y(ts))r. Then

O(Y) can be estimated from (3.1c), (1.1) and (3.1b) by

max IINy(tj)ll
<_j<=J

max Alhy(tj) IVy(tj_ 1/2)
<_j<=J

h2NM
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This is just a bound on the local truncation errors which, with (3.2) and (2.8), now
give

h2 < (1 )p,(3.4b) Y q(r)[I =< KoM
for all h =< h0, provided ho is sufficiently small.

From (3.4a, b) it follows that q(U) takes Sp{y(tj)} into itself and is contracting
there. Thus (3.2) has a unique solution in Sp(y(tj)}, and part (i) of the main theorem
is established. We point out that the iteration scheme suggested by (3.2) is not
practical since fl_ is, of course, unknown. In many applications, Newton’s method
is extremely effective, so we present a theoretical justification for it showing the
quadratic convergence.

Specifically, we define the sequence of Newton iterates U by

(3.5a) U S, {y(t)}

(3.5b) (OV)[UV+ U] (U), v 0, 1,2,
U

Note, for any U e S,{y(tj)}, that as in (3.3c), - 1( (U)/U) N < 1. Then
since (U)/U [I -( O(U)/ U)], it follows from the Banach lemma
that (U)/U is nonsingular for all U e Sp{y(tj)}. Further, this lemma and (2.8)
imply

N

With the same Lipschitz constant K used in (3.3c), we have for all U, Ve So{y(tj)},

(3.6b) II(U)/U (V)/V K U VII.
The initial error in satisfying (3.1a) can be estimated as

(u)ll ll(Y) + II(u) -(Y)II

h2 Uo(3,6c) M + II/UII YII
h25 M + 2(2/h + C)p,

where C is a bound on the norms of g,(v, w), gw(V, w) and ft,(t, u), and 2 is defined
in (1.3a). The quadratic convergence of Newton’s method now follows from (3.6)
in standard fashion provided h, p and p /h are sufficiently small; see, for example,
5] or 8].

In practice, the basic problem is, as usual, to find any appropriate initial
iterate U which is within a distance p from Y. We discuss some of the practical
considerations in ffff 5 and 6. But it is important to note that as h is reduced, p
must also be reduced in order that I1U)l be sufficiently small. The implication is
that we must be able to guess at an O(h) accurate solution to get our Newton scheme
to converge. Once this is done for any fixed h, we shall see that we can then easily
compute solutions accurate to O(h2) for some m 1, 2,....

4. Error estimates. To establish part (iii) of the main theorem, let

v. - u. y(tj), where {u.} is the solution of (1.3) and y(t) is the solution of (1.1).
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Then since ]VhU ]VhY(tj) -+- Vj] 0, the mean value theorem yields

(4.1a) IhV --NhY(tj) =-- zj[y], 1 <-- j <__ J.

Similarly, (1.1b) and (1.3c) imply

(4.1b) B,vo + Bvs O.

Here/_h is given by (2.4a) with A(t_ /) replaced by

(4.2a) A_ 1/2 L tj_ 1/2, [y(tj) + y(tj_ 1)] + [vj + vj_ 1]

and

ds

(4.2b)

,1

/, j gr,)(y(a) + svo, y(b) + svj) ds,
o

Bb gr(b)(Y(a) + SVo, y(b) + svs) ds.

A standard Taylor expansion yields, with (1.1a),

II’cjy31l IlNy(tj_ x/z) NhY(tj)ll
(4.3)

h2 <j<J<M1
The system (4.1a, b) can now be written as

(4.4a) _V= T,

vo 0

(4.4b) V T -=

where

_
is defined by (2.6b, c) with Aj_ 1/2, Ba and Bb replaced by A_ 1/2,/a and

/, respectively, of (4.2). It follows that

K
(4.5) - -II -<_ 5-II v II,

where K is the Lipschitz constant previously introduced. Since

_
has a uniformly

bounded inverse, as in (2.8), write (4.4a) as _V ([l_ _)V + T and use (4.5) and
(4.3) to deduce

(4.6) IIVll : KK h2

2 VII2 + KM1

The scalar inequality x =< 0X
2

-1
I-- /, with e > 0 and 4e/3 < 1, implies that either

x =< x_ or x >= x + where x + (1 __+ x//1 40//)/2e. To apply this result in (4.6),
let us require ho to be so small that

(4.7a) for allh< ho.2KgKMl h2 <
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(4.7b)

and it follows that

Then recalling VII U Y - P, we also require

p < (1 + w/1 2KKM,h2o)/KoK

V < (1 x//1 2KKMlh2)/KoK
(4.8)

h2< v/KoM
Thus part (iii)is proven.

The asymptotic error expansions in part (iv) of the main theorem follow by
showing that the coefficient functions, e(t), can be defined recursively, with e(t)

y(t), by linear two-point boundary value problems of the form
d

(4.9a) d e(t) A(t) e(t) (R)(t), v 1,2,...,

(4.9b) B, e(a) + Bb e(b) 7 v 1,2, ....
In view of (1.2) and the fact that y(t) is an isolated solution of (1.1), it follows that
(4.9) has a unique solution for each, say continuous, (R)(t) and bounded ,. We must,
of course, specify how this inhomogeneous data is determined. To allow nonuni-
form spacing, we consider only sequences of nets {tkj}, k 0, 1, ..., of the form

tk,o a; tk,j tk,j-1 -- hk,j, 1 <__ j <= Jk;
(4.10a)

tk,Jk b; hk max hk, - min hk,j,

where for some piecewise C-function 4(t), with jump discontinuities at most
confined to the points t So of the initial net, the spacings are such thatO,jjo

(4.10b) hk,j-- hkC(tk,j-1/2) hkC(1/2[tk,j d- tk,j_ 1); hk+ < hk"
The proof and the "derivation" of the (R)(t) and proceed essentially by

induction and are by now standard. Indeed, the corresponding development for
initial value problems as in 1] contains all the basic ideas and yields the form of the
(R)(t). The modifications required for variable net spacing are contained in [3].
The boundary conditions are easily treated using expansions analogous to those
for the differential equations. Thus the proof of the main theorem is concluded.

5. Separated endpoints and block elimination. Perhaps the most important
practical observation in applying (1.3) with Newton’s method (3.5) to solve the
difference equations is the fact that many problems have separated endpoint
boundary conditions. That is, g(v, w) in (1.1b) can be written as

(5.1a) g(v, w) =_ g(v)/,
gE(w)]

where, say, gl(v) is a p-vector and gE(W) is a q (n p)-vector. Then from (1.2c),

#gt(y(a)).
Ma=-lsp n,M Op cy

(5.1b) B, =- Bb =-- #g2(Y(b))Oqxn Mb M =- is q x n.
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It is assumed that rank M p and rank M q for all arguments to be employed.
This insures p independent constraints at x a and q independent constraints at
x b. If we write the first p-boundary conditions first and the last q-boundary
conditions last, then (I)(U) is not as defined in (3.1c), but instead is

(5.2) (U)

gl(uo)

]VhU

g(uA

The linear system for Newton’s method applied to solve (I)(U) 0 now has the
form

(5.3a)

where

Eu+ u-i -(u),

M

L-- 0

(5.3b)
M,

lc3f 1
L hj-11+yy tj_l/2,}[u + u_l]

Rj hfli_ f 1

g(u) M
g(u)

M y y

The are nonsingular when part (ii) of the main theorem holds, as they are
obtained from row interchanges of the (nonsingular) (U)/?U introduced in 3.
Clearly each is a band matrix of bandwidth at most 2n so that efficient band- or
block-elimination methods can be used to solve (5.3a). In particular, efficient
elimination schemes can be devised by writing the in block tridiagonal form

(g.4) n, A, C?], 0 J,

where the A, B and C are n x n matrices defined by equating the representations
in (5.3b) and (5.4). For example, with J 3 the old and new representations are
schematically represented as Fig. 1. The solid squares are the (-L) and (R), the
solid rectangles are M and M. The dotted lines indicate the rows of zeros that are
adjoined and how the L and R} are partitioned to form the A, B and C. Thus
each B has its final q rows all zeros and each C has its first p rows all zeros. It
should be recalled that if the original problem (1.1) is linear with separated endpoint
conditions, then our difference equations written in the form (5.2) already have a
coefficient matrix of the same form as the above.
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0

FIG.

We now examine methods for solving linear systems with coefficient matrices
of the form (5.4) in which the submatrices have the zero elements indicated above.
To simplify notation we drop the iteration index v. Thus we consider nonsingular
linear systems of order n(J + 1) which have the form

(5.4a) fX F,

where

/ =- VBy, Ay, Cfl,
(5.4b)

XT (X0, Xj);

and the n n submatrices have the zero rows indicated in

X X X

(5.4c) By Cy =-

/0. ?I
0 0

X X X

X X X

P

To solve (5.4a), we seek factorizations of A into the form

p+q=n.

(5.5a) / [I_U; [/j, 6j,0], U [0, 0j, 7j], 0 =< j __< J.

Here j, j, 7j and 0 are n n matrices, the latter having all zero elements, so that_
and U are also block-tridiagonal, in fact block-lower and -upper triangular as

well. The solution of (5.4a) is then equivalent to solving the two systems
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(5.5b) _Y F,

(5.5c) x .
The factorization in (5.5a) requires that

(5.6a) 6o0o Ao;

(5.6b) 6/z A- fl,_ ,
(5.6c) fljej- Bj,

(5.6d) 6j)j-- Cj,

1 <=j<=J;

1 j<_J;

O<=j<=J-1.

(5.6f)

factorization (assuming existence); these are

case (i)" 6 I;

case (ii)" zj _= I;

case (iii)" 6j _’x.

Cases (i) and (ii) are the standard block-tridiagonal factorization procedures,
while cases (iii) and (iv) are standard band-factorization procedures or Gauss
elimination accounting for zero elements. Assuming for the moment that they can
all be carried out, it easily follows from (5.6c, d) and (5.4c) that in all cases the
have all zeros in the last q rows, while in cases (i), (iii) and (iv) the 3’j have all zeros
in the first p rows. In case (ii), the 7j may be full so that, as we shall see, this form
of factorization should not be used. The operational counts for these schemes,
accounting for all the null rows, are easily obtained by examining (5.6a-f). They are
summarized in Table 1. In the totals and in (5.6e, f), we have dropped lower order
terms not proportional to J. These counts for cases (i) and (iii) have also been
given by Yarah [9-1, who also observes that case (i) is preferable to case (iii) when
p/n < 0.38 (based on cubic terms in the operational counts). Clearly, case (i)
is always preferable to case (ii), while case (iii) is preferred to case (iv) when p < q.

The block-factorization cases (i) and (ii) can be performed with a restricted
form of partial pivoting, which does not destroy the zero patterns in the Bj and Cj.
This can be used to insure that these procedures are valid in our present applica-
tions. The restricted partial pivoting merely amounts to reordering the difference

The solution of (5.5b, c) is then obtained by solving the nth order systems

(5.6e)
6oYo fo,

6jYj fj fljYj-1, 1 __< j __< J;

jXj yj,

x y ?xj+l, J j >= 0.

The factorization is not uniquely determined by (5.6a-d), if it indeed exists at
all. We distinguish four common choices each of which uniquely defines the
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TABLE

Operational counts for solving (5.4) using (5.6)

To solve

(5.6a)

(5.6b)

(5.6c)

(5.6d)

(5.6e)

(5.6t")

Totals
(leading
orders)

Case

0

Jnpq

j(n2p + n3/3 n/3)

0

Jnp

J(nq + n z)

J(4n3/3 nq
+ 2n n/3)

Case tii)

0

Jn2p

0

J(5n3/6 + nqZ/2
+ np/2 n/3)

J(np + n2)

Jn

J(4n3/3 + np[p
+ 3]/2 + 2n

n/3)

Case tiii)

n3/3

J(npq + n3/3 n/3)

Jp[n + hi
Jh[q q]/2

J(pn + In n]/2)

J(q n + [/I n]/2)

J(5n3/6 + npq/2
+ 2n n/3
+ n/2[p q])

Case

n3/3

J(npq + t13/3 n/3)

Jp[n n]/2

Jn[q + q]/2

J(pn + In + n]/2)

J(qn + In hi/2)

J(5n3/6 + npq/2
+ 2n n/3

n/2[p q])

equations for each mesh interval, but not interchanging equations for different
intervals. The validity of this procedure was first proven by Mr. A. B. White [10],
and we present a form of this basic result as the following theorem.

THEOREM. Let the block tridiagonal matrix of (5.4b, c) be nonsingular. Then
with appropriate row interchanges within each of the n rows with indices k in
jn + p < k <= (j + 1)n + p for each j O, 1, J 1, the factorization

[flj, 1, 0] [0, ej, Cj] is valid.
Proof. Suppose 0k has been computed for any k 0, 1,..., J- 1. Since

eo Ao, we can start. Then we will show that:

(5.8a) the first p rows of 0k are linearly independent,

(5.8b) rank
Bk+

To do this, we define the square matrix of order (J k + 1)n:

(5.8c)

0k Ck 0

=_ ’lBk + A+ Ck+

By the reduction procedure up to this stage, we must have

(5.9) det A det 0 det (k-1 det/k :if:: 0.

If the first p rows of ek are linearly dependent, then Ak is singular (since the first p
ek

rows of Ck are zeros). Thus (5.8a) holds. On the other hand, if rank < n,
Bk+

then the first n columns of Ak are linearly independent and again Ak is singular, so
(5.8b) holds.
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To continue (or start if k 0) the reduction, we can perform row interchanges
among the rows of index p + 1,..., p + n in A to obtain a nonsingular matrix

k in (5.8c). This follows from (5.8a, b) and the fact that the last q n p rows of

B+I are zeros. In these interchanges the zero patterns of C, C+1 and Bk+
remain undisturbed, so the procedure can be continued.

Clearly in the final stage, as As, and this must be nonsingular by (5.9).
Thus the proof is complete.

It is of interest to note that while the first p rows of are being processed, for
the Gauss eliminations used in (5.6c, f), we can use column interchanges or row
interchanges within the first p rows; for the final q rows, we switch over to row
interchanges as in the theorem. With this mixed partial pivoting procedure, it is
easily shown that the factorizations in cases (iii) and (iv) are valid under the
hypothesis of the above theorem. Thus each of the factorizations indicated in (5.5)
can be employed, with an appropriate restricted partial pivoting strategy, to solve
the linear systems (5.3).

6. Practical considerations and an example. We point out that when part (iv)
of the main theorem is applicable, Richardson extrapolation can be employed to
get high acctracy with relatively few computations. Each extrapolation yields two
orders of magnitude improvement in the numerical solution, provided that we can
compute exact numerical solutions. Roundoff errors and iteration errors, of course,
prevent this. However, if only r extrapolations are to be made, so that approxi-
mations accurate to O(h2r) are sought, then we can tolerate roundoff and iteration
errors of this magnitude. Now since Newton’s method converges quadratically, by
part (ii) of the main theorem, it follows that the vth iteration error will be O(h2v)
if the initial iterate, U, is within O(h) of the exact numerical solution. Then we need
perform only v In (2r)/ln (2) iterations to be consistent. For example, v 3
iterations suffice for O(hs) accuracy. When an accurate approximate solution has
been obtained on the crudest net, this then furnishes, say by interpolation, an at
least O(h) approximation to the solution on the next refined net. If this procedure
is continued, the above indicated theory is applicable, and we need only be con-
cerned about the initial guess on the crudest net. There is no general theory available
to insure an adequate determination of such initial estimates. Likewise, roundoff
control may require double precision for very high accuracy, but, of course, the
machine word length is crucial here.

The techniques indicated above have been applied with the box scheme (1.3),
Newton’s method (3.5) and case (i) block-factorization in (5.6) to solve many
problems of scientific and technical interest. However, we show here the applica-
tion to a simple example that has been treated by Jerome and Varga [2] using
variational techniques with splines. The problem is:

(6.1a) y"= ey,

(6.1b) 3:(0) y(1) 0.

This has the unique solution

(6.1c) y(t) 2 In {C sec (C/2)(t 1/2)]}, C 1.3360557.
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Formulated as a first order system, (6.1a, b) becomes

(6.2)
,z’= ey’ z(O)! z(1)

We first employ the scheme (1.3) with Newton’s method (3.5) on four nets with the
uniform spacings h 1/3, 1/6, 1/12, 1/24. Then since y(t) and z(t) are analytic (from
(6.1c)), part (iv) of the main theorem holds and three extrapolations can be made
on the initial net. The results of these extrapolations are indicated in Table 2,
where the errors after the indicated extrapolations are shown (in standard floating-
decimal notation). Since the solution is symmetric about x 1/2, we only show the
results for y(1/3), z(1/3) and z(0).

TABLE 2

Errors in computed solutions arul in extrapolations

1/3

1/6

1/12

1/24

1/3

1/6

1/12

1/24

1/3

1/6

1/12

1/24

Number of extrapolalions

Error in

.161 (-02)

.397(-03)

.990(-04)

.147 (-04)

.100(-02)

.247 (-03)

.613 (-04)

.153(-04)

.335(-02)

.825(-03)

.205(-03)

.314(-04)

.727(-05)

.443(-06)

.275(-07)

.487 (-05)

.300 06)

.187(-07)

.176(-04)

.108(-05)

.673(-07)

.125(-07)

.192(-09)

.503(-08)

.761 (- 10)

.197 (-07)

.297(-09)

.401 (-11)

.255 11)

.109 10)

y(1/3)

z(/3)

z(0)

The convergence of the Newton iterates was very similar in all four cases. The
worst case, for h 1/12, is reported in Table 3. The data for all initial iterates was

TABLE 3
Convergence of Newton iterates

lY)’ Y-’]

.126(+01)

.786(-02)

.195(-06)

.206 (- 15)

[z. z.-’1

.121(+01)

.572(-02)

.132(-06)

.241 (- 15)
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o 2tj No doubt fewer iterates would havechosen as y (t 1/2)2 1/4 and zj
sufficed if we had bothered to use more accurate initial guesses (determined as
previously indicated). All computations were done in double precision on the
Caltech IBM 370/155. The program was most ably designed and employed by Mr.
S. A. Bolasna.

Note the high accuracy that can be obtained using relatively few net points;
a total of 49 points was used on all the nets combined. From the first three nets,
with a total of 24 points, we get absolute accuracy to within 2 10-8, as is shown
in Table 2. Also note that both the solution, y(t), and its derivative, z(t), are ap-
proximated to the same accuracy. These computations were repeated on other sets
of nets, including several sets with nonuniform spacing, and very similar results
were obtained. Jerome and Varga [2, Table II] get errors in y(t) of at most 2.5

10- 7 using natural cubic splines with only 10 nodes, that is, with spacing h 1/9.
We cannot make further comparisons here, as the details of their solution of this
problem are unknown to us.

Appendix. Multipoint boundary conditions. If the two-point boundary condi-
tions (1.1b) are replaced by the more general multipoint conditions"

(A.1) g(y(z),y(z2),..., y(zu)) O, a <= < 2 < < zu < b,

then for isolated solutions of(1.1a), (A.1), we must replace (1.2b) by

(A.Za) B(%) 0,
v-’l

(A.2b) B @(%)
g(y(z x), y(zu)), 1 < v < N

The net (1.3a) is required to be such that the boundary constraint points {Zv}Ou are
contained in the net {t}, say,
(A.3) % tj, __< v =< N.
The difference scheme is now (1.3b) and, replacing (1.3c), we see that

(A.4) g(uj, uj,..., uj,) 0.

The main theorem remains valid with obvious modifications. In particular,
now" (1.1a), (A.1) is to have an isolated solution;

g(,,..., ) c{sEy(,)] x x SEy()]};
the difference equations (1.3a), (A.4) have a unique solution.

The analysis of 2 was originally carried out for the multipoint case in [2].
The changes required in (2.1b), (2.2), (2.4b) are obvious and lead to the replacement
of

_
in (2.6c) by

Co C Cs\
(A.5a) [L =- .I- L ......_...L........_Ls I,

0 ifj j,
(A.5b) C

B ifj-j, <v<=S.
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Now, the analysis of 3 remains valid after replacing g(Uo, u)) in (3.1c) by g(uj1,
uj2, ..., uj,), employing

_
as above, and requiring that K be the maximum of the

Lipschitz constants for fy(t, z), c3g(vl, "’", VN)/Vv with respect to z, vv, v 1, 2, ...,
N.

The error estimates through (4.8), and hence part (iii) of the modified main
theorem, require only using

g
(A.6a) /

c3y(z)
(Y(Zl) + sv,l,’" Y(ZN) + SV,,) ds, 1 <= v < N,

to replace (4.1b) by
N

(A.6b) /v,v 0.

The asymptotic error estimates require slightly more involved modifications.
Of course, (4.9b) is replaced by

N

(A.7) Bs eV(Zs) 7,
s=l

and the family of nets {tk,j}, k 0, 1, 2,..., must each satisfy (A.3). The (R)v(t)
to be used in (4.9a) are unaltered and only the 7v for (A.7) need be changed. How-
ever, these are again easily obtained by formal Taylor expansions.
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